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Abstract

the RTL is not changed until the very end of the
register allocation.

The current GCC register allocation is divided
into many passes: regclass, regmove, local and
global allocators, reload, and post-reload. Such
deep division on the passes results in difficulties of evaluation of the final result of optimization decisions practically on each pass and, as
a consequence, a bad register allocation which
became a bigger problem after introducing the
new IL (Tree-SSA) to GCC and the optimizations performed on it.

The framework implementing the transformations can be used to implement different register allocation algorithms. Design of a few of
them is discussed. The ultimate goal of the
project is to remove all of the numerous existing GCC register allocation passes and to use
the proposed register allocator instead of them.
The current state of the project is reported.

Another approach to GCC register allocation
is proposed in the article. The approach is
to support the correct code during all register allocation after getting an initial allocation.
Such an approach permits accurate evaluation
of each transformation cost. The central notion of the proposed register allocator is allocno, which mainly corresponds to a pseudoregister live range. The register allocator implements the following major transformations:
assignment of a hard register or stack memory
to an allocno, coalescing a pair of allocnos, register elimination, allocno value rematerialization, and instruction code selection. Execution
of one transformation can result in execution
of other transformations to maintain the code
correctness. Any chain of transformations may
form a transaction. Each transaction can be undone. All transformations are stored in the local
memory of the register allocator. It means that

Introduction
Modern processors have a small number of
fastest storage units called registers (or hard
registers). Their number is not enough to store
the values of all the operations and directly referred variables in any serious program. The
lack of hard registers is the consequence of a
trade-off between the processor’s speed and its
price. Moreover register sets frequently have
an irregular structure. The irregularity means
that different registers may have different characteristics such as their access time, allowance
to be part of a memory address or to be used in
some instructions etc.
The small size of the register set and the irregularity of the target processor make it practically
impossible to effectively implement any optimization in a compiler (especially in a portable
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one) whose intermediate representation only
refers for the hard registers. Therefore many of
the compiler’s optimizations are written for an
abstract machine which has an infinite regular
set of virtual registers called pseudo-registers.
The optimizations use them to store intermediate values and the values of small variables. For
this approach we need a special pass (or optimization) to map abstract machine code into
one close to the target machine code which contains only the hard registers of the target processor. This pass is called register allocation. Correspondingly, the register allocator is one or
more compiler components that transform the
abstract machine code into the code containing
only hard registers.
A good register allocator becomes a very important component of an optimizing compiler
nowadays because the gap between access
times to registers and to the first level memory (cache) widens for the high-end processors. Many optimizations (especially interprocedural and SSA-based ones) tend to create
lots of pseudo-registers. The number of hard
registers is the same because it is part of the
architecture. Even processors with new architectures containing more hard registers need a
good register allocator (although to lesser degree) because the programs run on these computers tend to also be more complicated.
As consequence of its importance, register allocation is probably the most popular area of
research in compiler optimizations. The reader
can find a brief description of most of the
widely known algorithms in [Matz03]. Although there are huge number of articles about
different methods of register allocation, practically all of them focus only on a few tasks –
register assigning, register coalescing, register
spilling, and register rematerialization. In reality there are more tasks solved by the register
allocators. As an extreme example, the GCC
register allocator additionally solves other tasks

like better reloading of operands, instruction
transformation into two operand form, dealing with constraints of different class register
moves and/or register-memory moves, register
elimination, dealing with memory address constraints, exchanging operands in an associative
operation, and even partial code selection.
As a consequence of numerous tasks solved by
GCC register allocator, it has a lot of passes.
Some important components (passes) of the
current GCC register allocator have stayed
practically unchanged since the first version.
Their history is described briefly in [Mak04].
There is a common understanding in the GCC
community that we need a better register allocator. It became even more obvious after
transition of GCC to Tree-SSA infrastructure
[Nov03]. This is a huge and very important
step in GCC’s history. It permitted the implementation of more aggressive optimizations
and the generation of better code for targets
having many hard registers. Unfortunately, the
aggressive optimizations create a bigger register pressure which the current GCC register
allocator cannot deal with this problem adequately. As the result, SPEC2000 scores are
worse for architectures with small register files.
Very important architectures for GCC like x86
(and probably x86_64) are among them.
The major problem of the current
GCC register allocator is the accountability of optimization decisions, i.e. the final cost of a taken
optimization decision in early passes
cannot be evaluated. Because the
major last pass of the register allocator is reload, which finally removes
pseudo-registers, people often blame
this component.
One reason of that GCC has so many register
allocation passes is in the powerful (sometimes
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too powerful) GCC model describing the register set of the target architecture. This model
is described by constraints in define-insn
constructions of the GCC machine description
file and by a lot of machine dependent macros.

hard to evaluate the final cost of a decision in
the passes to figure out the best or better choice.
Accurate evaluation is not possible because of
the numerous and complex subsequent passes
(especially the reload pass).

On one hand, it makes GCC a very portable
compiler. On the other hand, this complexity
resulted in the use of a typical engineering approach, which is to divide complex task on several smaller subtasks. In other industrial compilers a good register allocation is achieved by
combined algorithms. Intel’s x86 global register allocation based on graph fusion [Lueh96] is
such an example. Improving GCC register allocation by adding new passes usually only worsens the situation. As the result such projects
fail.

All that is mentioned above was a major motivation to start work on another approach to the
register allocator. The approach is to create an
infrastructure which supports all GCC register
allocation tasks in a combined way. After getting an initial register allocation, simple code
transformations like assigning a hard register to
pseudo-register, reloading a value into another
location, splitting the live range of a pseudoregister, coalescing registers, register elimination, rematerialization are done. Execution of
one transformation can result in the execution
of other transformations to maintain the code
correctness. Such a chain of transformations
is called a step. Any chain of transformations
may form a transaction. Any transaction can
be undone. All transformations performed are
stored in the local memory of the register allocator. It means that the RTL code is not
changed until the very end of the register allocation procedure.

As example, let us look at two projects. The
new register allocator [Matz03] which removed
two passes local-alloc and global-alloc and
added two other passes—a colour-based register allocator with live range splitting and coalescing, and pre-reload which is actually the
reload moved from after register assignment to
before it. The goal of the pre-reload pass was to
give the new register allocator a better evaluation of its decisions which early on was not possible because of massive code changes in the
reload pass. So the complexity of the new allocator (and its code) became even bigger, and
the cooperation of the register allocator passes
was not improved much. In my opinion this is
one reason why the project has failed.
Another project was to improve the original
GCC register allocator [Mak04]. New rematerialization, live range splitting and register
coalescing passes, and improved cooperation
between reload and global were added. The
project was a small success. The biggest improvement was gotten from the better cooperation of the reload and the global allocator. On
the contrary, the separate more sophisticated
passes gave practically nothing because it is

Each transformation step will result
in correct code (as it exists currently
in GCC after the reload pass), so
after each transformation step we
can evaluate the cost of the final
results. This way the accountability
problem can be solved.

This article is focused mainly on description of
the infrastructure rather than the register allocation algorithms which can use it. The first
section describes the original GCC register allocator and tasks solved by it in more detail.
The second section describes the major notions
and data structures of the infrastructure of the
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retry_global

regmove
(regmove.c)

regclass
(regclass.c)

local allocator
(loca-alloc.c)

global allocator
(global.c)

1st insn
scheduler

reload
(reload1.c, reload.c)

post-reload
(post-reload.c)

Figure 1: Passes in the current GCC allocator.
proposed register allocator. The third section
describes the current status of the project.

1

The original register allocator in
GCC

The original register allocator contains a lot of
passes. Figure 1 shows the major passes and
their order.
Regmove. The major task of regmove is to
generate move instructions to satisfy two
operand instruction constraints when the
destination and source registers should be
the same. The reload pass can solve this
task too but in a less effective manner.
Regmove ignores the fact that sometimes
the transformation of an instruction into
two operand form is not necessary because
there may be another alternative of RTL
instruction in three operand form. The
pass also does some register coalescing.
The regmove pass removes some register
moves if the registers have the same value
and they can be found in the scope of a
basic block.
Regclass. GCC has a very powerful model for
describing the target processor’s register
file. In this model there is the notion of

register class. The register class is a set of
hard registers. You can describe as many
register classes as possible. Of course,
they should reflect the target processor’s
register file. For example, some instructions can accept only a subset of all hard
registers. In this case you should define
a register class for the subset. Any relations are possible between different register classes: they can intersect or one register class can be a subset of another register class (there are reserved register classes
like NO_REGS which does not contain any
hard register or ALL_REGS which contains all hard registers).
The pass regclass (file regclass.c)
mainly finds the preferred and alternative
register classes for each pseudo-register.
The preferred class is the smallest class
containing the union of all register classes
which result in the minimal cost of their
usage for the given pseudo-register. The
alternative class is the smallest class containing the union of all register classes the
usage of which is still more profitable than
memory (the class NO_REGS is used for
the alternative if there are no such hard
registers besides the ones in the preferred
class).
The weakness of the regclass pass is in
that it finds the preferred and alternative
classes for whole function. If we imple-
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ment any pseudo-register live range splitting, this information would be not accurate because the most profitable register
class could be different for different live
ranges of a pseudo-register.
It is interesting that finding through the
preferred and alternative classes, the pass
also implicitly does code selection by
choosing possible instruction alternatives.
The local allocator assigns hard registers
only to pseudo-registers living inside one
basic block.
Besides assigning hard registers, the local
allocator also does some register coalescing: if two or more pseudo-registers shuffled by move instructions do not conflict,
they always get the same hard registers.
The global allocator also tries to do this in
a less general way. The local allocator also
performs simple copy and constant propagation.
The global allocator assigns hard registers to
pseudo-registers living in more than one
basic block. It could change an assignment made by the local allocator if it finds
that usage of the hard register for a global
pseudo-register is more profitable than usage for the local pseudo-register.
The global allocator sorts all pseudoregisters according to the following priority:
log2 Nre f s · Freq
· Size
Live_Length
Here Nre f s is number of the pseudoregister occurrences, Freq is the frequency
of its usage, Live_Length is the length of
the pseudo-register’s live range in instructions, and Size is its size in hard registers.
Afterwards the global allocator tries to assign hard registers to the pseudo-registers

with higher priority first. This algorithm
is very similar to assigning hard registers in Chow’s priority-based colouring
[Chow84, Chow90].
The global allocator tries to coalesce
pseudo-registers with hard registers met in
a move instruction by assigning the hard
register to the pseudo-register. It is made
through a preference technique: the hard
register will be preferred by the pseudoregister if there is a copy instruction with
them.
The reload is a very complicated pass. Its
major goal is to transform RTL into a
form where all instruction constraints for
its operands are satisfied. The pseudoregisters are transformed here into either
hard registers, memory, or constants. The
reload pass follows the assignment made
by the global and local register allocators. But it can change the assignment if
needed.
For example, if the pseudo-register got
hard register A in the global allocator
but an instruction referring to the pseudoregister requires a hard register of another
class, the reload will generate a move of
A into the hard register B of the needed
classes. Sometimes, a direct move is not
possible; we need to use an intermediate hard register C of the third class or
even memory. If the hard registers B and
C are occupied by other pseudo-registers,
we expel the pseudo-registers from the
hard registers. In this case, the reload
could be considered as a local spiller. The
reload will ask the global allocator through
function retry_global to assign another hard register to the expelled pseudoregister. If it fails, the expelled pseudoregister will finally be placed on the program stack.
To choose the best register shuffling and
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load/store memory, the reload uses the
costs of moving register of one class into
a register of another class, loading or storing a register of the given class. To choose
the best pseudo-register for expulsion, the
reload uses the frequency of the pseudoregister’s usage.
Besides this major task, the reload also
does elimination of virtual hard registers
(like the argument pointer) and real hard
registers (like the frame pointer), assignment of stack slots to spilled hard registers and pseudo-registers which finally
have not gotten hard registers, copy propagation etc.

2

The design

The central notion of the proposed register allocator is notion of allocno. There are three kinds
of allocnos:
• Instruction allocno designates an
operand in a RTL instruction or an address (or part of it) of memory mentioned
in the instruction. Assigning hard registers, memory, or nothing should guarantee
that the instruction is valid (there is an
alternative where the instruction constraints are satisfied) and the addresses are
legitimate.

The complexity of the reload is a consequence of the very powerful model of the
target processor’s register file, permitting
one to describe practically any weird processor.

• Range allocno designates a pseudoregister value between instructions in a
basic block. Assigning hard registers or
memory to it means spilling/restoring the
pseudo-register in the basic block.

Postreload. The reload pass does most of its
work in a local scope; it generates redundant moves, loads, stores etc. The postreload pass removes such redundant instructions by a global redundancy elimination technique.

• Region allocno designates a pseudoregister in a region (currently regions
are loops). Assigning hard registers or
memory to it means spilling/restoring the
pseudo-register in the region.

As we can see that one task (e.g. coalescing or
assigning) is solved in many passes sometimes
differently and in a primitive way, the passes
frequently change the decision of the previous
passes because they work mainly without cooperation or taking the subsequent or previous
passes work into consideration. We cannot be
sure what the final cost of our optimization decision is on practically any pass until all the register allocation is finished, because we cannot
be sure what the final result of the decision will
be. The register allocator proposed in this article tries to solve the problem.

Allocno is an object which should get a hard
register, memory or nothing. The later is possible only for an instruction allocno representing
an explicit hard register, a constant, or memory. Allocnos have an attribute used to mark
that the allocno lives through a function call.
In this case the allocno will never get a hard
register clobbered by function calls. To simplify the implementation different allocnos of
the same pseudo-register always get the same
memory. It permits not to worry about generation of memory-memory moves.
Allocnos are connected by copy edges. A copy
edge is potentially one or more move, load,
or store instructions to move a pseudo-register
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R = ...

use p

r1 = R
...
i1 = r1
use i1
r2 = i1
...
i2 = r2
use i2

...

...

def p

def i3
r3 = i3
...
R = r3

...
use p
...

...

i1

r1

i2

r2

i3

r3

R

...

Copy edges

... = R

Pseudos

Allocnos

Figure 2: Allocnos and copy edges for a pseudo-register living in a loop
value or reload a non pseudo-register value. For
example, if the source allocno of a copy edge
gets memory and the destination allocno gets a
hard register, the copy edge will be represented
by load instruction after the register allocation.
If the allocnos get the same memory or hard
register, the copy edge will not correspond to
any move instruction (in other words the allocnos will be coalesced).
Figure 2 illustrates how allocnos corresponding
to one pseudo-register p are connected by copy
edges between the allocnos. Here i1, i2, and
i3 are instruction allocnos; r1, r2, and r3 are
range allocnos, and R is the region allocno corresponding to pseudo-register p in the loop.
Copy edges represent all potential places to
split live range of a pseudo-register. The place
might be before or after the pseudo-register’s
references or on entry to or exit from a region

or basic block where the pseudo-register is referenced. I call such an approach pessimistic
splitting as opposed to the famous optimistic
coalescing [Park98] approach in register allocation. Generally speaking, live range splitting
could be anywhere the pseudo-register lives.
But such freedom will not permit us to improve
code in most cases, it will only make the register allocator too slow because of numerous allocnos and copy edges. Probably even in the
current approach there are too many allocnos
and copy edges and a more conservative approach to live range splitting might be required
in the future.
An instruction allocno has a lot of additional
information. The most important information
is
• Type, which is determining whether the
allocno represents an instruction operand,
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base register, or index register, or other
non-operand value which is a part of RTL
CLOBBER or USE clause.
• Reference to another instruction allocno
representing another operand of a commutative operation.
• Reference to a tied allocno. Tied allocnos
always get the same hard register or memory. This attribute is used to describe a situation when the two operands in an RTL
instruction are actually one operand in a
machine instruction, e.g. for an architecture with two operand instructions.
• Intermediate elimination register. Sometimes it is impossible to change a hard or
virtual register to a hard register with constant displacement without the usage of
an intermediate hard register. In such a
case, the attribute describes the intermediate hard register. For example, when we
eliminate the frame pointer by the stack
pointer, the displacement might be not legitimate. If it is the case, we should generate an instruction assigning the stack
pointer value plus displacement to the intermediate hard register and use it in place
of the frame pointer.
• Location in the instruction of the object
represented by given allocno. Location of
the container of the object. It might be
used to find SUBREG for the register represented by given allocno or MEM for the
base or index register represented by given
allocno.
• Early clobber attribute for the corresponding instruction operand. Actually, the
clobber flag should belong to the instruction alternative but it is hard to represent
and use it for allocno conflicts. Therefore
we make it true for all alternatives if there
is a flag for at least one alternative.

• Information about register elimination for
the corresponding allocno.

X

reload_in
pattern

X&C

M
D
S

M

R

X&S

R

M

R

S is a result of SECONDARY_RELOAD_CLASS
R is the class we reload into
C is the class of the clobber clause in reload_in pattern
D is the destination class in reload_in pattern
M is optional memory

Figure 3: GCC cases of reload value X into
hard register of class R.
Copy edges have a lot of attributes. The main
reason for this is in the powerful register file
model of a target processor in GCC. GCC is
based on the suggestion that hard register of
any class (also memory or constant of the appropriate mode) can be moved to (from) a hard
register of any another class even though it can
be impossible in the target processor without
using intermediate registers, special instructions described by special reload_in_* or
reload_out_* patterns, or memory (it is
called secondary memory). A typical example of usage of secondary memory is the movement of general registers into floating point registers for the x86 architecture. Figure 3 illustrates such complicated cases for loading a
value X into a hard register of class R. Here S
is a register class returned by the GCC target
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macro SECONDARY_INPUT_RELOAD, C is a
register class of the clobber clause in the corresponding GCC reload_in pattern, D is a register class of the destination register in the corresponding reload_in pattern, and M is optional secondary memory.
The most important attributes of a copy edge
are
• Position. This is the place where the corresponding move, load, or store instructions
will be placed. The position may be after a
given instruction, at a given basic block’s
start or end, or at the source or destination
of a given edge.
rp1
p3:=p1+p2
Active copy

• Rematerialization attributes. These attributes contain information about the instruction pattern which can be used for rematerialization and references for allocnos
which can be used as the operands of the
rematerialized instruction. We can use the
rematerialization instruction instead of the
move instructions if it is more profitable.
There is an allocno conflict graph. If two allocnos conflict, they cannot get the same hard register or memory. The allocno can be dependent
on copy edge activeness. Figure 5 illustrates
such case. Allocno ipm conflicts with allocno
rp1 only if copy rp1-rp1’ is active.
rp1

rp2

M[ip1]

ip3:=ip1+ip2

ip3<-ipm+ip2

p3<-M[p1]+p2
rp3

rp1’

rp2’

Inactive copy

rp2

rp1’

rp3

rp2’

Active copy
Inactive copy

Figure 4: Example of instruction allocnos with
inactive copies
• Active. A copy edge can be active or inactive. Most copy edges are always active. Sometimes we can load a value into
an allocno from different source allocnos.
Figure 4 illustrates such a situation when
value rp1’ can be loaded from rp1 or ip1.
In this example, one copy with destination
rp1’ is active, another one is inactive. If
ip1 got a hard register and rp1 got memory, then the active copy might be more
profitable if rp1’ got a hard register.
• Intermediate hard registers mentioned
above.
• Secondary memory mentioned above. The
attribute usually refers to a stack memory
slot.

Figure 5: Another example of instruction allocnos and copies
As mentioned above a copy edge can get at
most two hard registers and/or memory too. It
is needed when secondary reload hard registers
and/or secondary memory is needed to move
the corresponding allocno values. Therefore
there is also a conflict graph for copies and allocnos (copies can conflict with allocnos). If a
copy got hard registers, they cannot be assigned
to allocnos conflicting with the copy and vice
versa.
There is also a dynamic data structure describing stack slots. Freeing a stack slot (e.g. because we assigned a pseudo-register to a hard
register instead of memory) could make stack
memory smaller and decrease displacements
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for addressing other stack slots gotten by some
other allocnos. Currently the implementation is
based on the assumption that shortening the address displacement will not make the legitimate
address an illegitimate one.
The register allocator provides the following
primitive transformations1 :
• Assign, Unassign. The assign transformation assigns a hard register or memory slot to an allocno. It might require
the allocation of a stack memory slot, assigning secondary memory and/or intermediate hard registers to copy edges with
given allocno. Correspondingly, the unassign transformation might result in freeing a stack memory slot, secondary memory, and/or the intermediate registers of
the copies. There are two variants of the
transformations: with a specified hard register or a specified hard register class.
• Tie, Untie. A pair of unassigned instruction allocnos can be tied. After that, assigning a hard register or memory to one
allocno results in assigning the same hard
register or memory to another allocno.
• Commutative exchange.
Two unassigned instruction allocnos representing
the operands of a commutative operation
can be exchanged. It means that their locations are changed. Such a transformation might result in more profitable code
because the operand constraints may differ.
• Activate, Deactivate a copy edge. A copy
edge connecting two unassigned allocnos
can be activated if another copy edge with
the same destination range allocno is inactive (see Figure 4).
1 Practically

all transformations have two forms. The
second form undoes the first one.

• Eliminate, Uneliminate. An allocno representing a hard register whose value is
changed by another hard register plus displacement. The eliminate transformation
might require the allocation of a hard register as an intermediate register for the
elimination because the substituted expression is illegitimate, e.g. the displacement is too big. There are two classes of
eliminated hard registers. The first one
is virtual registers (e.g. argument register) which are used for convenience. They
should be eliminated in any case. Another
class is real hard registers, e.g. the frame
pointer register, which can be changed
by another hard register, e.g. the stack
pointer, to increase the number of hard
registers available for register allocation.
Registers of the first class may not be uneliminated. Registers of the second class
may be uneliminated. Sometimes usage of
an eliminated register might be more profitable than the substituted register, e.g. the
displacement is smaller, which may result
in shorter instructions for some architectures.

A transformation may be failed if it is not possible to perform it. For example, assigning a
specified hard register is impossible because
the hard register is already assigned to conflicting allocnos or copy edges.
After each transformation is done, the overall
cost of the code is modified. The cost of code
is evaluated by the following formula

∑

∀c∈Copies

Costc · Freqc +

∑

Costalt(i) · Freqi

∀i∈Insns

Here Costc is the cost of moves, loads, and
stores or rematerialization (whichever ones are
cheaper) generated by a copy c, Freqc and
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Freqi are correspondingly the frequency of
copy c and the frequency of instruction i,
Costalt(i) is cost of the current alternative of the
instruction i.

of sub-registers in RTL2 . That creates many difficulties for the implementation of register allocators in GCC. The described infrastructure is
trying to hide some of these difficulties.

As a result of such design, we are solving the
accountability problem of the current GCC register allocator. After getting an initial allocation, we have always the exact cost of the current register allocation and support it correct
through all changes to the register allocation.

Currently the register allocator is in the early
stages of implementation. Most of the infrastructure described above has been implemented. Missing parts are register rematerialization, unelimination, representation of RTL
move instructions by copy edges, and evaluation of the cost of instruction alternatives.

More complex transformation like allocno coalescing is implemented through a small chain of
assign/unassign transformations with the hard
registers specified.
Sometimes a long chain of transformations is
needed for the implementation of register allocation algorithms. To facilitate rejecting such
chains of transformations, e.g. because of one
transformation in the chain failed or the chain
of transformations is unprofitable, transactions
of transformations are implemented. Any chain
of transformations may form a transaction.
Each transaction can be rejected (in this case,
we return to the same register allocator state
as it was before the transaction) or accepted.
Transactions may be nested.

The flexibility and power of the infrastructure
permits to implement sufficiently easily different register allocation algorithms in GCC,
from the ones used in industrial compilers
[Muchnick97, Morgan98, Cooper03], to research algorithms [Appel01, Sholtz02]. Most
probably, GCC as a portable compiler should
use at least two register allocator algorithms
(one for irregular and small register file architectures and one for regular and moderate or
large register file architectures). Currently two
register allocation algorithms are in the process
of implementation. They are chosen to justify
the project approach.
• Priority colouring [Chow84, Chow90].
– Initial allocation: all region and
range allocnos are in memory,
instruction allocnos are assigned
taking the optimistic assumption
that non-instruction allocnos will be
eventually in hard registers.

The RTL code will be not changed until the final, pretty simple, stage of changing the code.
So all the information needed for this is stored
in local data of the register allocator.

3

– Priority assigning hard registers to
range and region allocnos and coalescing them with their corresponding instruction allocnos.

The current state of the project

Any project for the implementation of a new
register allocator for GCC has to be a long
project. GCC is an extremely portable compiler because of its powerful register description model for target processors and the notion

• The current GCC approach which is close
to priority colouring.
2 This

model is sometimes too powerful and can and
should be simplified.
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– Initial allocation: priority assignment of hard registers to region and
range allocnos and then assignment
to instruction allocnos with possible spilling of conflicting region and
range allocnos.
– Coalescing region and range allocnos with their corresponding instruction allocnos.
Results received on some benchmarks for the
two register allocation algorithms are promising.

[Chow90] F. Chow and J. Hennessy. The
Priority-based Coloring Approach to
Register Allocation, TOPLAS, Vol. 12,
No. 4, 1990, pages 501–536.
[Cooper03] Keith Cooper, Linda Torczon,
Engineering a Compiler, Morgan
Kaufmann (2003), ISBN 155860698X.
[Lueh96] G.Y. Lueh, T. Gross, and
A. Adl-Tabatabai, Global Register
Allocation Based on Graph Fusion, Ninth
Workshop on Languages and Compilers
for Parallel Computers, August 1996.
[Mak04] V. Makarov, Fighting register
pressure in GCC, GCC Summit, 2004.
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